Abstract-This extended abstract presents the main ideas behind regular linear-time temporal logic (RLTL), a logic that generalizes linear-time temporal logic (LTL) with the ability to use regular expressions arbitrarily as sub-expressions. Unlike LTL, RLTL can define all ω-regular languages and unlike previous approaches, RLTL is defined with an algebraic signature, does not depend on fix-points in its syntax, and provides past operators via a single previous-step operator for basic state formulas. The satisfiability and model checking problems for RLTL are PSPACE-complete, which is optimal for extensions of LTL.
I. INTRODUCTION
In his seminal paper [1] , Pnueli proposed Linear temporal logic (LTL) [2] as a specification language for reactive systems. LTL is a modal logic over a linear frame, whose formulas express properties of infinite traces using two modalities: nexttime and until. Although extending LTL with past operators (e.g., [3] ), does not increase its expressive power [4] , it has been widely noticed that it caters for specifications that are shorter, easier, and more intuitive [5] . LTL is a widely accepted formalism for the specification and verification of concurrent and reactive systems. The problems of satisfiability and model checking are PSPACEcomplete [6] for LTL with and without past operators.
However, with regards to expressivity, Wolper [7] showed that LTL cannot express all ω-regular properties. In particular, it cannot express the property "p holds at every other moment". In spite of being a useful specification language, this lack of expressivity seems to surface in practice [8] .
To alleviate the expressivity problem, Wolper suggested extended temporal logic (ETL) in which new operators are defined using automata, and instantiated using language composition. ETL was later extended [9] , [10] to different kinds of automata. The main drawback of these logics is that, in order to obtain the full expressivity, an infinite number of operators is needed. Among other consequences for its practical usage, this implies that ETL is not algebraic.
An alternative approach consists of adapting the modal μ-calculus [11] , [12] to the linear setting (νTL) [13] . Here, the full expressivity is obtained by the use of fix point operators. In νTL one needs to specify recursive equations to describe temporal properties, since the only modality is nexttime, which tends to make typical specifications cumbersome.
At the same time, some studies [14] point out that regular expressions are very convenient in addition to LTL in formal specifications, partly because practitioners are familiar with regular expressions, partly because specifications are more natural. Even though every ground regular expression can be translated into a νTL expression [15] , the concatenation operator cannot be directly represented in νTL. No context of νTL can capture concatenation. Extending νTL with concatenation leads to fix point logic with chop (FLC) [16] that allows expressing non-regular languages, but at the price of undecidable satisfiability and equivalence problems.
Some dynamic logics also try to merge regular expressions (for the program part) with LTL (for the action part), for example, Regular Process Logic [17] . However, the satisfiability problem is non-elementary because one can combine arbitrarily negations and regular operators. Dynamic linear-temporal logic DLTL [18] keeps the satisfiability problem in PSPACE, but restricts the use of regular expressions only as a generalization of the until operator. It is unclear how to extend DLTL by corresponding past operators-like temporal past operators and past regular expressions.
The popularity of regular expressions led also to their inclusion in the industry standard specification language PSL [19] . While decision procedures and their complexities for full PSL are still an area of active research, [20] shows that the fragment of PSL that contains LTL and semiextended regular expressions leads to EXPSPACE-complete satisfiability and model checking problems, which may limit its practical applicability.
In the remainder of this extended abstract, we try to give a flavor of RLTL. It is deliberately informal, as more and precise information on RLTL is published in [21] , [22] .
II. RLTL
The logic that we present here is a generalization of linear temporal logic and ω-regular expressions, based on the following observation. It is common for different formalisms to find the following three components in the (recursive) definition of operators: 1) attempt: an expression that captures the first try to satisfy the enclosing expression. 2) obligation: an expression that must be satisfied, if the attempt fails, to continue trying the enclosing expression. If both the attempt and the obligation fail, the sequence is not matched. 3) delay: an expression that describes when the enclosing expression must be started again. For example, the binary Kleene-star z * y matches a string s if either y (the attempt) matches s, or if after z (the delay), the whole expression z * y matches the remaining suffix. In this case, no obligation is specified, so it is implicitly assumed to hold. Formally, the following equivalence holds z * y = y + z ; z * y, or more explicitly
where x | y denotes the intersection operator present in (semi-)extended regular expressions [23] . Consider also the linear temporal logic expression x U y. An ω-sequence satisfies this expression if either y does (the attempt) or else, if x does (the obligation) and in the next step (the delay), the whole formula x U y holds. Formally,
The key elements of RLTL are (two) ternary power operators that incorporate the three elements attempt, obligation, and delay. The delay parameter of a power operator is expressed using a regular expression, while the attempt and the obligation are defined with arbitrary RLTL expressions.
Consequently, RLTL is defined in two stages: First, regular expressions enriched with a simple past operator are introduced. Then, based on these expressions, RLTL is defined as a language that describes sets of infinite words.
1) Regular Expressions with Past:
Regular expressions are built on basic expressions, which are Boolean combinations of a finite set of elementary propositions, interpreted in a single state (or in a single action between two states) and form the underlying alphabet Σ that includes true (for all propositions) and false for the empty set or propositions.
The language of regular expressions for finite words is given by the following grammar:
where p ranges over basic expressions. The intended interpretation of the operators +, ; and * are the standard union, concatenation and binary Kleene-star. There is one expression of the form − p for each basic expression p. Informally, p indicates that the next "action", or input symbol, satisfies the basic expression p; similarly, − p establishes that the previous action or symbol satisfies p. Expressions of the form − p are called basic past expressions.
One interesting expression using past is:
which matches all segments of a word that are not initial prefixes.
2) Regular Linear Temporal Logic over Infinite Words:
The syntax of RLTL expressions is then defined by the following grammar:
ϕ ::= ∅ ϕ ∨ ϕ ¬ϕ α ; ϕ ϕ|α ϕ ϕ |α ϕ where α ranges over regular expressions. Informally, ∨ stands for union of languages (disjunction in a logical interpretation), and ¬ represents language complement (or negation in a logical framework). The symbol ; stands for the conventional concatenation of an expression over finite words followed by an expression over infinite words. The operator ∅ represents the empty language (or false in a logical interpretation).
The operators ϕ|α ϕ and its weak version ϕ |α ϕ are the power operators. The power expressions x|z y and x |z y (read x at z until y, and, respectively, x at z weak-until y) are built from three elements: y (the attempt), x (the obligation) and z (the delay). Informally, for x|z y to hold, either the attempt holds, or the obligation is met and the whole expression evaluates successfully after the delay; in particular, for a power expression to hold the obligation must be met after a finite number of delays. On the contrary, x|z y does not require the obligation to be met after a finite number of delays. In other words, for every RLTL expressions x and y and regular expression z:
• x|z y is semantically equivalent to y ∨ (x ∧ z ;x|z y).
• x |z y is semantically equivalent to y ∨ (x ∧ z ; x |z y). which captures both the patterns of the binary Kleene-star and of the until operator.
Past expressions are not within RLTL's minimal set of operators but are easily defined using past regular expressions. For example, weak-previously x, denoted x, is given by first ∨ − true ; x and x back to y (x B y) is defined as x | − true y, where first = ¬notfirst.
III. FROM RLTL TO AUTOMATA
The problems of emptiness and model checking for RLTL are PSPACE complete. This is shown by a translation an RLTL expression into a 2-way Alternating Parity Automaton of linear size that accepts precisely the same set of words. Since checking emptiness of 2APW is PSPACE complete [24] , it follows that satisfiability of RLTL is PSPACE complete as well. We briefly sketch that translation.
Like the definition of RLTL, the translation is done in two stages. First, we state that each regular expression can be translated into an equivalent 2-way nondeterministic finite automaton 2NFA. Intuitively, a 2NFA works by reading an input tape. The transition function indicates the legal moves from a given state and character in the tape. A transition is a successor state and the direction of the head of the tape. A particularity in the context of RLTL is that our version of 2NFA operates on finite segments of infinite words.
In the second stage, an RLTL formula is translated into a corresponding 2-way Alternating Parity Automaton on Words (2APW). The transition function of a 2APW yields a positive Boolean combination of successor states (rather than a set of possible successor states in a non-deterministic automaton), together with a direction, like in 2NFA. The procedure translating an RLTL formula works bottom-up the parse tree of the RLTL expression, building the resulting automaton using the subexpressions' automata as components.
